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28 Design Trends in 
Stadiums and Arenas, 
1975–2012
 

Chapter Overview
This chapter presents an overview and analysis of recent trends and innovations in stadium and arena design. It is by no 

means a complete look at these unique sports facilities.

Chapter Objectives
After reading this chapter, the student will be able to

• understand negligence and discuss the basic legal duties expected of facility managers
• understand the role that good facility planning has in the design and construction of safe facilities
• identify at least five methods of controlling access to facilities
• describe the importance of and identify the minimal guidelines for safety or buffer zones
• discuss the problem of traffic patterns within facilities and identify alternatives
• understand the need for selecting the proper materials for floors, walls, and ceilings

Key Terms
The following key terms will be found in this chapter: air-supported structure, cable dome, fabric structure, retractable 

roof stadium, temporary air structure, tension structure, wooden dome

Case Study
Situation: You are employed by a facility development firm that specializes in sports-related facilities. A minor league 

baseball team has been purchased by an organization in your community. This organization, which has been involved in 
many community-related activities, has requested your company to present the most up-to-date information regarding 
sports facilities. The organization wants the best material for the new facility, but they also want it to be economically and 
ecologically feasible. To be economically feasible, the state-of-the-art facility should allow them to hold several different 
events, sometimes within the same day, throughout the year. Additionally, they want a facility that will be environmentally 
sustainable. 

The city in which the new team will be located is in the southwestern United States and has several nationally recognized 
companies, as well as a number thriving locally owned companies. The city has a population of 600,000 people, and the local 
airport provides international travel through several national airlines. Although interest in the new baseball team is great, 
other sports and cultural activities hold significant appeal by the population. Though the climate during the fall is generally 
mild, spring days are predisposed to rain and wind, summer days tend to be extremely hot and sunny, and winter may bring 
cold temperatures due to the relatively high elevation of the city.

Problem: The challenge you and your company face is fourfold:
• Identify the avenues that are available to you to help offset the cost of building the new stadium. Which one would 

you recommend, and why?
• Identify and explain which six new sports facility trends discussed in the chapter you would present to the new 

owners.
• What type(s) of building materials will you recommend to the new owners? Explain why.
• Explain how these sports facility trends will be implemented to be economically and ecologically feasible.
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Self-Assessment Exercise
1. Identify the three main types of fabric structures.
2. About how much does it cost to add a retractable roof to the design of a new stadium?
3. List three design features of new arenas that are meant to enhance the changeover for events.
4. List three advantages of fabric structures over standard construction.
5. List three disadvantages of fabric structures compared with standard construction.
6. Why may we not see more large air-supported structures built?
7. Why has the addition of luxury suites become so important in arena and stadium design?
8. What is the primary purpose of modern stadiums and arenas today?

Internet Exercise
Go to the Athletic Business (http://www.athleticbusiness.com), National Association for Sport and Physical Education 

(http://www.aahperd.org/naspe), National Athletic Trainers’ Association (http://www.nata.org), American College of Sports 
Medicine (http://acsm.org), and Sport Business Journal (http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal.aspx) websites to 
gather additional information regarding future trends in facility development.

Internet Resources
Ballparks of Baseball – The Fields of Major League Baseball
http://www.ballparksofbaseball.com

Stadiums of the NFL: From the Past to the Future
http://www.stadiumsofnfl.com

Panstadia International 
http://www.panstadia.com/frames-main.htm

Suggested Reading
Horrow, R. B. (2001). When the game is on the line: Inside the high-stakes world of sports deal-making. Reading, MA: Perseus.
Provoost, M. (2000). The stadium: Architecture of mass sport. Rotterdam, The Netherlands: NAi Publishers.
Schemel, H. J. (2001). Sports and the environment: Conflicts and solutions. Aachen, Germany: Meyer and Meyer Sport.
Staff. (2000). Key facility elements to meet the growing demands of multipurpose arenas. Athletic Business, 24(1), 37–41.
Staff. (2000). Stretched stadiums: Division I schools expand home venues. Athletic Business, 24(9), 44–47.
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29 Trends in Equipment 
and Supplies, 
1975–2012

Chapter Overview
In the process of building a new facility or completing major renovations of an existing facility for physical activity or 

sports, the planning process typically focuses on the building itself. At times, the focus may shift to major building systems 
such as the electrical; heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC); plumbing; or structural systems. Although these 
aspects of the building or renovation process are important, the needs of facility users must remain the greatest consideration. 
Although the facility itself needs to be a high priority in the building process, it is also crucial that the equipment and supplies 
required within the facility are carefully considered and selected. The equipment and supplies are just as vital as the building 
itself if the facility is to fully serve its intended purposes for users.

Chapter Objectives
After reading this chapter, the student will be able to

• differentiate between the terms equipment and supplies
• analyze the balance between user needs and equipment costs
• identify selected equipment trends for stadiums, arenas, and gymnasiums and the causes of those trends
• identify selected equipment trends in fitness venues
• define an automated external defibrillator (AED) and describe factors behind its growing placement in facilities
• describe the impact of “extreme sports” on facilities and equipment
• identify selected supply trends
• describe storage options available for supplies and equipment
• estimate space needs for storage of equipment and supplies

Key Terms
The following key terms will be found in this chapter: LED video display, plate-loaded machine, recumbent cycle, 

scoreboard, selectorized weight machine, stepper, treadmill

Case Study
A. Situation: You are a new reporter for the Sport Business Journal. Your first assignment is to develop a story focusing on 

the future trends in equipment and supplies. In order to show the future trends, you should review the past accomplishments. 
Problem: Your article will include photographs of current and past equipment and supplies and graphics of new 

equipment.

B. Situation: Assume that you are an athletic administrator of a high school with a student body of 2,000 and that your 
gymnasium is being renovated as a competition venue. 

Problem: Determine the seating options and scoreboard options available for this renovation project through the use of 
trade magazines and/or the Internet. 

After identifying the possibilities, identify your top preference in seating and scoreboards. 
Describe the rationale behind your decision. To what extent would the factors of cost, ease of maintenance, spectator 

comfort, and spectator safety impact your decisions on these matters?
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Self-Assessment Exercise
1. What is the difference between equipment and supplies?
2. When selecting equipment and supplies for fitness and sport, what primary factors should you consider?
3. What are trends for equipment in stadiums and arenas?
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages to each of the three types of LED video board manufacturing methods?
5. What is the difference between outsourcing and contracting, and how can these business practices impact the 

equipment needs for a sports organization?
6. What are several reasons why bleacher replacement could be justified in a gymnasium setting?
7. What are the technology and entertainment trends impacting fitness equipment?
8. List at least six popular cardio machines.
9. What are the three weight training forms or formats?
10. What “extreme sports” are now gaining more widespread acceptance as evidenced by new facility construction and 

by documented high numbers of participants?
11. Describe the two major equipment and supply storage space location options.
12. Identify the standard storage space that would be recommended for high schools, small colleges, and large colleges.

Internet Exercise
Complete a Web search of outsourcing, and identify at least four corporations specializing in facility maintenance 

or management. Narrow the search to the area of sports facility maintenance or management, and identify up to four 
corporations providing outsourcing in this more specific area. Compile a list of these websites in each category, and compare 
these with others in your class to better grasp the scope of possible options in this area. Be prepared to identify and discuss 
the search engine(s) you used in your search.

Web Sources
http://britannica.com/bcom/dictionary/
http://www.denverbroncos.com/stadium/
http://www.outsourcing-experts.com/

Vendor Websites
The following list of equipment vendor websites may be useful for the case study exercises and for general product 

research. This listing of vendors is only a small segment of the total market, and any listing or omission from this listing is in 
no way to be construed as an endorsement or lack of any products or services.

www.athleticainc.com - in-line hockey
www.body-masters.com - weight equipment
www.boldr.com - climbing walls
www.broadcastvision.com - exercise entertainment systems
www.cardio-theater.com - exercise entertainment systems
www.daktronics.com - scoreboards and LED displays
www.diamond-vision.com - LED video display boards
www.ecybex.com - cardio and weight machines
www.edgewalls.com - climbing walls
www.ezonenetworks.com - cardio machine entertainment systems
www.fpifit.com - weight machines
www.hammerstrength.com - weight machines
www.irongrip.com - weight plates
www.nautilus.com - weight machines
www.netpulse.com - exercise entertainment systems
www.nicros.com - climbing walls
www.paramount.com - weight machines
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www.precor.com - elliptical machines
www.quinton.com - treadmills
www.sampsonequipment.com - weight equipment
www.skateforms.com - skatepark components
www.spohnranch.com - skatepark components
www.stairmaster.com - cardio machines
www.startrac.com - cardio machines
www.truefitness.com - cardio machines
www.yorkbarbell.com - free weights

Suggested Reading
Agoglia, J. (2004, January). State of the industry: Taking the industries pulse for 2003–2004. Club Industry. Retrieved from 

http://clubindustry.com
Ahrweiler, M. (2001, January/February). Extremely mainstream. Recreation Management, 12–17.
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30 History of the Council 
on Facilities 
and Equipment

Chapter Overview
The Council on Facilities and Equipment (CFE) focuses on concerns regarding facilities and equipment in relationship 

to physical activity and sports. The CFE develops policies, standards, guidelines, and innovations to ensure the safest and 
most effective means for quality health, physical education, recreation, dance, sport, and fitness facilities and equipment for 
the young through the aging populations.

Chapter Objectives
After reading this chapter, the student will be able to

• describe the history of the Council on Facilities and Equipment
• discuss the impact the Council has on the construction of health, physical activity, recreation, and sports facilities
• outline the development of the facility planning and design and facility management books

Key Terms
The following key terms will be found in this chapter: AAHPER, AAHPERD, General Division, ARAPC, ARAPCS, 

AAALF, AAPAR, CFE

Self-Assessment Exercise
1. Describe the early history of physical education facilities.
2. Discuss the history of the American Alliance.
3. Identify and describe the various transitions of the General Division to AAPAR.
4. Identify and discuss the 12 sections within AAPAR.
5. Describe the birth and history of the Guide for Planning Facilities for Athletics, Recreation, Physical and Health 

Education.
6. Describe the benefits of belonging to AAHPERD.

Internet Exercise
Go to www.aahperd.org and review the various aspects of the Alliance and AAPAR.

 Suggested Reading
Mechikoff, R. (2009). The history and philosophy of sport and physical education: From ancient civilizations to the modern 

world (5th ed.). Dubuque, IA: McGraw-Hill. 
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31 Equipment and Facility 
Design Standards

Chapter Overview
Standards are the basis by which fitness, physical activity, recreation, sports products, and facilities can be harmonized 

between companies, between sports associations, between trade associations, and between countries. Standards that have 
been developed over the past 50 years have provided a uniform approach to producing devices and parts used in fitness, 
physical activity, recreation, and sports equipment and in the construction elements of a facility. Standards have also 
provided sports organizations with consistency among levels of a sport and variations of the game itself. This has perhaps 
been the weakest aspect of standardization, as various sports organizations have similarities and differences that become the 
competitive edge for control of that market.

A standard is established for use as a rule or basis of comparison in measuring or judging capacity. A standard applies 
to a measure, principle, model, and so forth, with which things of the same class are compared in order to determine their 
quantity, value, or quality. A standard has a set of criteria used to test or measure the excellence, fitness, or correctness of 
something.

Standards for facilities and equipment are established by associations, societies, trades, or federal and state governments. 
The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) is an example of a society that establishes standards. From the 
work of 132 technical standards-writing committees, ASTM (http://www.astm.org) publishes standard specifications, tests, 
practices, guides, and definitions for materials, products, systems, and services. ASTM also publishes books containing 
reports on state-of-the-art testing techniques and their possible applications. These standards and related information are 
used throughout the world.

Chapter Objectives
After reading this chapter, students will be able to

• describe a standard
• discuss the difference between a mandatory and voluntary standard
• define a standard of practice
• describe a standard of core
• discuss the evolution of standards
• define a guideline
• compare and contrast a guideline and a standard

Key Terms
The following key terms will be found in this chapter: ANSI, ASTM, CEN, guidelines, IAPC, IEH&S, IOS, ISO, NFPA, 

NSPI, OSHA, standards, WWA

Self-Assessment Exercise
1. What is a standard?
2. What is a mandatory standard?
3. What is a voluntary standard? 
4. Compare and contrast mandatory and voluntary standards.
5. What is a guideline?
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6. Compare and contrast a guideline and standard.
7. What is more important, a standard or a guideline? Explain your answer.
8. What is ANSI?
9. What is ASTM?
10. Compare and contrast ANSI and ASTM.
11. What is OSHA?

Internet Exercise
Go to www.ansi.org and learn more about the organization and its standards.
Go to www.astm.org and learn more about the organization and its standards.
Go to the Internet and search “standards of sports facilities” and compile a list of sources for standards of sports facilities.
Go to the Internet and search “guidelines for the development of safe recreation and sports facilities” and compile a list 

of sources for guidelines. 


